	
  

	
  

Creation Baumann for Carnegie Introduces
Net Works Collection for Windows
New York, NY – Inspired by knitting techniques that create high-performance active

wear, Creation Baumann for Carnegie introduces the Net Works collection for
windows.

Utilizing the latest in modern knitting technology, these three new designs translate
the look of sportswear to window textiles that drape beautifully and deliver a sense of
movement. These 118” wide designs are all constructed of high quality Trevira CS
and meet the most stringent flame codes worldwide.
Space is a square net fabric with a twist. Offered in 10 activewear inspired colorways;
two alternating yarn colors create an iridescent effect that changes with lighting and
movement.
Link is more open spaced knit that has a subtly sophisticated shimmer. A delicate
fine black yarn is knitted within the larger knit to create a strong three dimensional
effect in 7 softer tonalities.
Globe is a larger scale open knit which uses a smooth matte yarn to create a strong
mid century design ambiance. The overall effect of the 6 colorways is both sporty and
modern.
About Carnegie
Carnegie is a leading manufacturer and innovator of textiles in North America. Since 1950,
the family-owned company has established a tradition of firsts, including the development of
its own Xorel® fabrics, which provide a durable alternative to PVC materials and Biobased
Xorel, the first plant based high performance textile in the world. In addition, Carnegie has
built a reputation for its ongoing and comprehensive commitment to the environment through
all parts of its business cycle by being a member of the Be Original organization, maintaining
a B Corp certification, and by establishing themselves as the first and only interior textiles PVC
free company in the industry.
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